
Introduction:

K. G. Subram any an

This Exhibition of Acharya Abanindranath Tagore’s paintings and 

drawings bring^together some of the most significant works. A large 

number of them c$ne from the collection of the Rabindra Bharati 

Society, Calcutta. The rest are from the collections in Kala Bhavana and 

Rabhindra Bhavana of the Visva Bharati. The earliest work in the 

exhibition, The Ghat at Monghyr (No.l) can be dated to 1890; it 

apparently belongs to body of work that he turned out during a sketching 

tour to Monghyr (Bihar) that year, after learning the basic skills of 

drawing and watercolour painting from the European artist Gilhardi. 

Abanindranath continued to take lessons in the technique of painting, 

intermittently, during the next few years from another European artist, 

Palmer. But his outlook was changing rapidly. On one side he had the 

academic models he was introduced to by the above teachers and the 

quasi-academic painting of artists like Ravi Varma on mythological and 

heroic themes; on another the traditional miniature paintings he was 

getting familiar with and the romantic visions with which the poetry of
CO

his uncle Rabindranath was inspiring him^ jknd within the prevailing 

atmosphere of national awakening an ardent desire to discover a new way 

of painting that would link up with his cultural antecedents without 

curtailing the freedom of individual expression. So the work that 

followed in the next few years (1893-95) fell into many categories. Some 

of them were portraits in pastel of noticeable vivacity, of which one 

representing Maharshi Devendranath Tagore is included in the exhibition 

(No. 128). But more illustrative of his attitudinal shifts are his small, even 

tiny, paintings of Krishna Leela (Nos. 3 to 7) which, as one can see, are 

timorous stylistic explorations with various eclectic ingredients. Though
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they are not highly assured or distinctive, one can see in them a concerted 

effort to evolve a new and harmonious vision.

What did this effort pull towards? If we survey the total body of his

work that comes to follow, and continues till he gave up serious painting

after 1930, and whatever he has written or spoken about art in the

intervening years we cannot fail to notice that it was pulling towards a

kind of painting that wanted to avoid being crassly representational,

stifling as many academic paintings did, the motivating feeling with a

mass of realistic detail, but not excessively stylised and ornate either as to
cu

lose its very breath of life  ̂A kind of painting where he wanted to tell a

story, but did not wish to build for the purpose a logical marionette worlds 
if
Where he wanted to bring fact and fantasy into delicate encounter, 

dreamily remote in the general vision but palpable in intimate detail, 

leading by their interplay to amusing, even exciting, incongruencies and 

juxtapositions.

By the time he painted the Passing Away o f  Shahjahan (No. 9) he 

had made his choice; a removed naturalism, like that of the Mughal 

miniatures or certain categories of Japanese painting, came closest to his 

intentions; and this he deployed in a personal way to create a reflective 

mood. The story was only an excuse; in fact he seems toj a conscious

disjunction between the story and the visual drama, like a jatra where the
o

story is that of a bygone w b u t  the characters are contemporary^ Or 

contrive to do the opposite, by investing a common character with a 

mythical dimension. The Jatra characters that he portrays in some of the 

paintings on display (Nos. 13 to 18) are symbolic of this mixture; the

buxom and aggressive Rati, the rustic Kama, the obese Mahadeva. Has-
‘tormv

the sublime beeto- brought/to the common-place or the common-place
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elevated to the sublime? It is sometimes halfway. This brings (to eminto' a 

special kind of life, an earthy delicacy and certainly an indulging wit. 

Even the animals Abanindranath portrays, Dog (No. 30, Cat (no. 31), 

Deer (No. 32) are play-actors of a kind; they are both real and remote; 

characteristically what they are supposed to be, but at the same time 

dressed up symbols of softness, smoothness, smugness, domesticity, 

wildness or nimbleness, And in, all his paintings, the details of colour and 

surface are highly thoughtful and sensitive. One has only to see his 

Vasantasena (No. 27) to realise this; he invokes in her an air of 

girlishness and lack of innocence by a few deft touches, a greenish touch 

of languor below her almond eyes, a slight heaviness in the arms 

compared to the slightness of the body, a body movement that is midway 

between the awkward and the elegant.

In his portrayal of the human drama the Arabian Nights paintings 

(Nos. 54 to 86) are easily the most exciting. And they can also be classed 

as the high watermark of his artistic achievement. If, as is generally 

mentioned, he did all these forty-five and odd paintings in the course of a 

year (1930), this should be considered an astonishing spate of creativity. 

For each of these paintings is a masterpiece, whether for its drawing, 

spatial organization, use of colour or visual narrative interweaving the 

imagined and the real, or technical delicacy and virtuosity. If 

Abanindranath had left for posterity just these forty-five paintings they 

would still have ensured his fame. They are eclectic in more than one 

sense. He peoples his Arabian Nights stories with the facts of the Calcutta 

street; his Aladdin (No. 68) could be a bric-a-brac merchant round the 

comer of his lane, his Shahrazad is the pretty and cocky daughter of the 

darzi next door (Nos. 54 and 77), the characters in the Story o f  the Three 

Sisters (No. 85) are unmistakenly Calcuttan, the three stocky women in
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the doorway the burly bread-seller, the liveried butler and the like. There 

are such lively insets in each painting be it the view of a kitchen or a 

bathroom, or cats rolling on the carpets or climbing up ccorrugated roofs^T^i f-^ 

his Bagdad^ is a mohalla near the Dwarakanath Tagore lane. He also 

implants his paintings with various cultural vignettes giving them special 

overtones; the bearded Sindbad is a sailor, mulla, priest and mahant all 

rolled into one, telling tall stories about far off lands spanning heaven and 

earth; he is well fortified with books and scripture; his audience is a 

whole assortment of sailors and mandarins from all over the world with 

all kinds of ethnic costumes and artefacts. They also have stylistic 

undertones; the Story o f  the Merchant and the Jinnee (No. 60) has the air 

of an Italian Quattrocento painting with comparable delicacy of detail;

The Three Sisters (No. 55) and The Hunchback o f the Fishbone (No.59) 

the chromatic richness of Akbari miniatures; but that despite, they are so 

individual ja with various novel characteristics; they are eclectic in the 

best sense of the word. And almost all these paintings have graphic 

subtleties (See Nos. 74, 77 & 82) of a remarkable excellence and 

delicacy.

In reverse, Abanindranath also manages to invest common facts 

with a mythical air. He gives the picture of his Baithakkana (No. 45) the 

look of a fabled Caliph’s court. The faces of his friends, even of himself 

he transforms into hieratic masks emblematic, as it were, of distinct 

theatrical types (Nos. 51 to 53). He loads even his landscapes (Nos. 38 to 

44) with a generous sense of atmosphere; almost Whistlerian, they brood, 

sigh or whisper, they move around their tonal intensities like women 

swish around their veils. He makes a crouchy old man a towering

Alamgir (No. 116), a creature of conflict, reliftgfous and intolerant, devout
I'-'

and dogmatic at the same time; he portrays Rabindranath, Gandhi and
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Andrews as three lohans in mute communion with each other; each 

himself, but each a little nameless, reduced to an emanation of sorts.

To produce paintings of this kind is no mean achievement. 

Unfortunately, they have not always received the close attention they 

deserve. A lot of our art-historians have passed him over as a revivalist, 

going possibly by the criticism of some of his early works by foreign 

connoisseurs. His admirers have not done him grater justice either. Men 

like Abanindranath who are central to the movement of a generation 

suffer under its shadow; they are never seen as themselves but trussed up 

into effigies. So Abanindranath as the arch pilot of an Oriental art 

movement has always put into shadow Abanindranath the artist, his 

minor works like Bharat Mata (No. 10) or Uma have received more
• • • •attention than one presented here. One should hope that this exhibition 

should rectify this image in the eyes of the connoisseurs, and show them 

how he is rightfully a master.

The public readings of a many sided personality like 

Abanindranath are likely to be various. An incorrigible dropout who 

spumed all formal education but kept his child-like curiosity and 

playfulness intact into his grown-up years; a man of eighty who could 

talk to a child of eight with ease and poetry. An imperious guru who 

overawed his admirer’ŝ  young and old; but said, laughingly, it was just a 

mask to protect himself^ life wfiat a caterpillar wore at the end of its tail. 

A man who laid much store by individual creativity but marshalled an 

influential art movement and was exercised by its successes and failures. 

An aristocrat who had the ambition to be a tramp, who peeped out of his, 

trellised windows on the drama of the low-down street with longing and 

relish; a Caliph who wanted to share the hookah with the darzi. A
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cultivated aesthete but one who had an eye for the sights and sounds of 

life. Of Padmadasi, dark as night, pouring white milk from pot to cup to 

cool in the black depths of midnight. The little ray of light coming from a 

slit in the window, quivering like a butterfly. That settles on pillow with 

folded wings and snoozes. That mounts on the top of your hand when you 

try to grab it with the hand. That climbs on the top of the cushion when 

you want to catch it with a cushion. And he could describe all these so 

well, so engrossingly; like he could tell stories through his picture, he 

would weave pictures through his words. May be that is why he did more 

of the latter in his last twenty years.

Introduction to ‘Abanindranath Tagore’, Exhibition of Paintings, Nandan 

Art Gallery, Kala Bhavana, Santiniketan, 12th to 30 April 1985
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